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name:
list without explanation
summarize:
tell a given or well-known content in your own words
outline:
give a broad outline of the bare bones of something
describe:
report all the details of a matter
present:
outline a matter in detail, make a plan, map or diagram of it
subdivide:
divide into further divisions using given features or those of your own choice
characterize: point out typical or conspicuous things and illustrate them if necessary
investigate:
carry out a systematic inquiry and elaborate on your findings
compare:
identify similarities and differences between aspects given or of your own choice
apply to:
apply something already known or familiar to another example
explain:
describe the facts and explain the connections between them
interpret:
enable the understanding of phenomena, developments, contexts or causes
analyze:
examine structural features and their contexts methodically
work out:
basically develop a new concept
examine:	measure a hypothesis (educated guess) against new observations or its internal
logic
• discuss:	examine a matter in detail regarding its positive and negative appearances/
effects; describe and evaluate your results
• comment:
state your own, well-founded and evaluated opinion on a matter or assertion
• evaluate:	deliver your own judgment on the correctness, probability, reasonableness or
applicability of a matter or an assertion, and give sound reasoning for your
judgment

